
1 Introduction and contents (values, objectives and results of our research) 

Firstly we would like to display the problem and our hypotheses, which contain the solutions to 
the problem on which we work as architects acting on the city. 
Everyday in the world entire towns disappear from the sight of official economies together with 
their well-being measures, their houses, monuments, human values, scientific traditions, and 
they go in stand by. Some of them are completely destroyed, others simply stop in a sort of 
hibernation, and wait like messages in a bottle for a future economical-ecological science to 
understand them, heal them and bring them back to life. 
Slowly nature covers everything with soil and vegetation, destroying some things and 
preserving others. Sometimes, with the help of archaeology, an alliance is created between 
science and nature, and this process can be governed by men...but most of the times villages and 
small towns in southern Italy see their population grow older and older or leave; these places are 
abandoned to ruin and desertification. But if we look at them with the eyes of a tourist, tired of 
the big cities, they are a Great Source of Future and a cultural heritage consisting of several 
models of sustainable development. 
This phenomenon of stand by of the city from a certain point of view looks like a paradoxical 
aporia, but from another helps us go nearer to the heart of architecture: when things stop and 
stick to a beautiful order that goes beyond an ephemeral time, then there is Architecture [1]. 
But, in an age in which everybody and everything runs gaspingly, there seem to be no time left 
for architecture, and so no time for a concrete cultural heritage. 
Thus a city, lacking an appropriate programme for the surviving and developing of future 
generations, slows down until it stops and it is, strangely, the perfect scenario in which to find a 
life-rhythm more human, in which is possible to walk around and find the time to feel the air, 
the wind, the sun light or shade, in other words the physical and psychological relationship with 
nature. 
While in thousands of areas in the world urban relationships atrophy or disappear, in other 
places, like China, for example, there are programs that will attempt to create, in the next twenty 
years, hundreds of new cities and a number of vast and small areas of urban retraining, and 
projects of ecological re-conversion of villages and countryside areas. 
In this various and sometimes contradictory frame, urban environments characterized by old 
buildings, even if abandoned and rapidly falling apart, have a higher architectural and urban 
value than modern constructions, which are usually realised responding to excited formalisms or 
to the tastes of the single architect. There are, though, examples of a new attention to the 
relationship with nature, such as the new Malaysian cities, where principles of sustainable 
development are used. 
In this situation we must study the ancient centres in order to understand their cultural heritage 
and use it for the new architecture. 
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In conclusion we can say that in between the old which is fading away, and the emerging new, 
we find the condition necessary for the cultural and environmental heritage which creates the 
sustainability of the development. 
The truth is that this condition isn’t new, nor old; it is just an idea of regenerability of the urban 
features which gives the nature time to adjust, regenerate itself and accomplish it’s of absorbing 
the impact of changing. 
But then we encounter another problem: the inadequacy of economical and managerial culture 
which has not yet learned to be ecological, cultural and tourist economy, other than projectual. 
Our research started 10 years ago in response to the problem of the depopulation and the 
subsequent degradation of small centres and territories in the internal regions of Europe. 
We have been fortunate to be based in the Basilicata region, which, because of its size and 
characteristics, we were able to use as an open laboratory. 
So in a short period of time we carried out research on the nature-city and a number of other 
applications (urbstourism [2] and city-inn, ecological reconversion, sustainable construction, 
etc...) 
Starting from the main objective to stop social and natural degradation in cities, villages and 
landscapes, we achieved a number of results. 
Our first step, in order to save these beautiful villages and towns that, standing on top of hills, 
are also territorial presidium, was to understand that their chances of development lay in 
endogenous economical, social and cultural resources, already existing but still unused, and that 
it was necessary to study strategies to organize these resources in order to achieve social and 
economical sustainability. 
The methodological result of our research, offered to the population of these areas, is a 
paradigm of ten instruments conceived as means to pass from the discovery of the single nature-
city to appropriate projects for a sustainable development. 
The first results, achieved through pilot project, were: deep understanding, development and 
recovery of the historical towns in internal rural areas trough appropriate tourism (urbstourism 
and city-inn [3]); creation of networks of villages and small towns; ecological conversion of the 
countryside and suburbs; creation of parks; saving of energy through the use of ecological 
buildings. 
Thanks to these discoveries and to these projects an important change took place in Basilicata 
[4], a region where, till ten years ago, the importance of internal areas was ignored and the only 
investments for tourism were fake farm holidays and a savage tourist exploitation of the coast. 
Even though a long period of time is necessary for such a change to take place, we can see that 
our research has not only a social-economical value, but also a cultural one. 

2 The discovery of the nature-city as an unexpected originality and the formulae 
for innovation 

The study concerning the process of recovery of urban depressed areas led to the partly 
unexpected discovery of the nature-city. 
It would not be correct to use this synthetic definition referring only to small towns or villages 
as ecosystems with unused or wasted resources as their own powers of sustainability; we could 
use it wherever the conditions of existence of the nature-city are. Even in big unsustainable 
metropolis (where our study becomes even more interesting).  
This is the most innovative aspect of our research: it is possible to say that the nature-city is 
called so because its relationship with nature, together with the complexity of adaptation to 
human civilization, is the basis of its very existence and richness. This is evident in its physical 
structure: in origin there can be a dominant natural entity (like a river, a lake, the sea, a forest, a 
mountain or a gravina). Together with one or more of these strong natural entities there is an 
inhabited centre. 
Then both the entity and the centre will evolve themselves together. 



We had, then, to match elements of ecological quality, such as the mutual dependence, the 
diversification, the complexity, the cyclic nature of processes and streams of information, the 
contextual conditions, etc..., with human experience and cultural heritage (notions of 
knowledge, culture, value, richness genealogy, learning ability, etc..); thus we created a 
paradigm of ten categories (domesticity, centrality, naturalness, insularity, initiality, 
topicity/topicality, co-existentiality, time deepness, landscapeness, representativeness) [5] of 
communication for the most simple eco-cultural urban phenomena.  
The answers to the problems of the future are in the complexity of the nature-city, and only 
architecture is able to synthesize this complexity; it is only through this consciousness that is 
possible to realize sustainable projects. 
We have proves, gathered trough the study of over two hundred cities in the world and of our 
pilot projects, that the nature-city is able to regenerate itself at various degrees and that inside of 
it are the rules with which to interact with reality creating innovative projects and strategies. 

3 The strategy for the regeneration of the Nature-City and problems people have 
to solve 

Now that we presented the results we achieved and we are preparing for new collaborations 
with the nations of Eastern Europe on the sustainability issue, we have to consider carefully the 
difficulties that we had to face and that everyone has to face if he wants to try to solve the 
problem of the cultural heritage and the sustainability. 
In almost all the areas with social and cultural difficulties –southern Italy is such a region– a 
cultural resistance emerges from the political sphere every time the concept of cultural heritage 
is introduced in the new frame of unstainable development. 
This problem must not be underestimated since a sustainable development is achieved only 
when, a part from answering the needs of the present without spoiling the future and preserving 
the conditions for the regeneration of natural resources, we can also guarantee a democratic 
participation to the development. 
This democratic participation has to be able to carry out a plan of cooperation of several urban 
centres to the sustainable development of an area. 
The single local administrators, though (sometimes without specific knowledge), couldn’t fully 
comprehend the necessity of participation in the sustainability paradigm and so opposed to the 
realization of the agenda XXI and the creation of a real network of different municipalities. 
In other words, the language of the sustainability is still to specialist to be fully understood. 
In order to overcome these communication problems we had to carry on a hard work of cultural 
elaboration that we organized into three phases. 

3.1 Phase 1: key words 
We had to look for the key words, which had to be the less possible technical in order to help 
enlarging the accessibility to the complex phenomena linked to the sustainability. 
We tried first of all to create a link between the language of cultural heritage and the one of the 
sustainability of development (figure 1) 

3.2 Phase 2: paradigm of ten categories 
We had, then, to match elements of ecological quality, such as the mutual dependence, the 
diversification, the complexity, the cyclic nature of processes and streams of information, the 
contextual conditions, etc..., with human experience and cultural heritage (notions of 
knowledge, culture, value, richness genealogy, learning ability, etc..); thus we created a 
paradigm of ten categories (domesticity, centrality, naturalness, insularity, initiality, 
topicity/topicality, co-existentiality, time deepness, landscapeness, representativeness) of 
communication for the most simple eco-cultural urban phenomena. We selected ten words that 
everybody will be able to understand, even those who have no technical knowledge of the 
subject and so could be scared and make our progress slower. We also wanted to point out the 



ten features that make each city unique. These features correspond to this paradigm of ten 
categories. 

3.2.1 Centrality 
Centrality is the condition of maximum crossing of a multitude of beings and events through one 
or more centres. 
It’s where multiplicative syntheses are realized, where we pass from one to many. In 
Centrality’s places, it seems that everything leaves and comes back. In Centrality we overcome 
equivalence’s limits and we enter in the area where community’s flow and meeting chances are 
at their peak. 
For example a main street or a square can express this condition. 

3.2.2 Domesticity 
Domesticity is the repeated condition of belonging to the house (the cohabitation under the 
same roof that protects common things) of beings transferred from the fragmentary external 
world that tends to gather together forming long-lasting and steady (ständigkeit) identities. The 
culture of human domestic institutions is the explication of Domesticity. In Domesticity human 
beings re-construct themselves and find again the limits’ immanence of those things that, being 
soft, ductile, flexible, defenceless, can be nearer to them without intimidating them, as in a 
world that remains peaceful. 

3.2.3 Naturalness 
Naturalness is the extended condition of being an ingredient of life’s regeneration in relation 
with nature, mainly referred to climate, geography, living creature’s bodies and to the extent of 
the resources responding to the natural substratum, which tends to regenerate within a 
determinable period of time. 
Naturalness finds expression in the regeneration of the living urban culture. 
In Naturalness human beings try to overcome their regenerative isolation limits, becoming part 
of the complex relations of the living. 
The connection with a big natural entity (wood, sea, river, lake, ravine, mountain etc…) can 
strongly mark a city’s Naturalness. 

3.2.4 Insularity 
Insularity is the recurrent condition of spatial inclusiveness in collective self-sufficiencies that 
begins in ordering parts in space and shapes the geography of the rules and immanent laws of 
belonging to the world. 
Thus self-sufficiency limits and needs of going beyond them take form. 
The sea, the desert, the burnt lands, the deep woods, the starry sky, every fix big expanse wraps 
the city fertilizing or isolating it in self-sufficiency or letting it to be wrecked in external 
resources’ apparent unlimitation. 

3.2.5 Initiality 
Initiality is the renewable condition of re-production or re-starting of the city, which can 
regenerate or simply grow: well or badly. 
It is what is before and in front of the city. The event of the time and of culture and 
civilization’s re-generation. 
It is realized, often in combination with insularity, in various project types: topica, atopica, 
utopica ed eterotopica. Thus we always have a system of areas, or re- generation places, also 
into the city, where the city overcomes its destiny of being limit. 

3.2.6 Topicity/Topicality 
Topicity is the diffuse condition of reciprocity, of the mutual approaching of beings in small 
spaces. 



This mutual approaching gives a communicative sense back to the visible structure of the space, 
which can be defined as the language of the space (before, after, left, right, up, down, through). 
There is something that magnetizes the language of approaching, that gathers together and 
invites to stop, conveying comfort. 
Topicity, that is not a global qualitative aspect, is defined in city’s quantum that, in their 
diffusion, determines a recurring topic feature. 

3.2.7 Coexistentiality 
Coexistentiality is the concurrent condition of richness of variety, of exchange and of receiving 
what, as a foreigner, is expected. Trough Coexistentiality not only we recompose world’s 
diversity, we also create world. 
Coexistentiality is the dimension of the staying together. 
In a basic Weltlichkeit that acts as a substratum for difference and for market, Coexistentiality is 
the system of limits in which we overcome ethnic impoverishment and we realize a wide 
concept of biodiversity, of cultures as well. 

3.2.8 Deepness 
Time deepness is the condition, conferred to things, to have the time to fully exist. It is also 
what lies under the city (and the earth), and connects before and after. 
Sometimes it’s the origin and is the destiny. 
In Deepness human beings attempt to go beyond the wild and inhuman condition of present 
time acceleration which leads them to do just for doing, in order to conquer, instead, a space-
time expansion going beyond present time limits, into the past and into the future, looking for 
permanencies.  
Archaeological sites, graveyards, museums and parks are some of the places in which the city 
offers the collective chance for such an overtaking. 

3.2.9 Landscapeness 
Landscapeness is the condition in which the look opens to overall values. 
In the institutional places of sight, the view points, the city gazes to throw itself ahead, and 
looks at itself in order to go over the immediacy. 
Thus the city’s opening enters the landscape, here intended as that aesthetic frame in which the 
value of the whole (houses, nature, centres and streets) overcomes the sum of its parts. 
This is the reason why some geographer speaks about a perception of the landscape as a theatre. 
We never have a direct relation with the world, but we always have it with a description of it. 

3.2.10 Representativeness 
Representativeness is the participation to a world’s representation. It is a shared representation 
because it involves an object, the entity or person who is representing it and their reciprocal 
positions. 
This, in the city, is a network of points of view and values (places and place’s quality), a net of 
connections that starts from the monuments. 



 
Figure 1: Products and projecting tools. Architecture is culture, environment, tourism and 

projects 
 



3.3 Phase 3: the ten categories and their ecological objectives 
In order to move on to the next step we started from I. Sachs’s saying that a city should be 
considered as an ecosystem with its own potential of latent resources, poorly used or unused, or 
wasted. 
So the application of our paradigm as a means for discovering latent resources in many cities, 
towns and small villages, lead us to develop a strategy that was at the same time cultural, 
ecological and economical that did not sever the local sphere from the global one. 
The key aspects of this strategy are based on the correspondence between each of the ten 
categories and their ecological objectives, as we can explain in the next sections. 

3.3.1 Centrality 
Centrality is matched with the need to control the flux of substance-energy that goes through the 
centre, the quantity and intensity of the interactions between the parts of the whole and the 
elements. 

3.3.2 Domesticity 
Domesticity is matched with the need to ease the stability of feeble strengths (attention, love, for 
example), looking for a deeper re-balance of traveller’s energies that we find in the inhabiting; 
improving the interactions and the exchange fluxes between the inside and the outside that make 
the house-city belonging self-reliant through time. 

3.3.3 Naturalness 
Naturalness is matched with the need to make the relation between the living creatures easier, 
with the need to re-generate and stimulate self-reliance (and the ability to recover from impacts 
and damage) of the eco-systems and of the natural ingredients: animals, vegetation and human 
beings. 

3.3.4 Insularity 
Insularity is matched with the need to mark the borders of the habitat, leaving the negativeness 
without. 

3.3.5 Initiality 
Initiality is matched the need to help the new re-conversions and re-starts of the different parts 
of the city, re-generating their natural and cultural resources. 

3.3.6 Topicity 
Topicity is matched to the need to multiply the slow-spots, and actions aimed to reduce the 
impacts on the ecosystems. 

3.3.7 Coexistentiality 
Coexistentiality is matched to the need to overcome the difference as an obstacle to coexistence, 
in order to improve the quality of life. 

3.3.8 Deepness 
Time-deepness is matched to the need to discover the latent resources and the co-evolution of 
different life-times, even of slower ones; 

3.3.9 Landscapeness 
Landscapeness is matched the need to create a number of view-spots (but also points of view), 
all looking one to each other, creating a network able to convey a complete image of the view, 
which overcomes the sum of its parts. 

3.3.10 Representativeness 



Finally, Representativeness is matched to the need to comprehend the whole narrative frame by 
which each particular place described through its own cultural heritage and its own ability to 
show itself. 

4 How transfer our discoveries to enlarged Europe 

We had, in order to give the project a future, to develop the concept of nature-city [6] into a 
frame of high ecological and economical sensitivity, placing it between the heritage of the 
concepts of civilization and nature and the ecological conversion process. 
From this point of view, all the different re-generation and safeguard techniques would become 
much more effective if all the single operations in which these techniques are used could find 
the chance to interact between each other. This can also lead to a mutual valorisation of all the 
cultural and natural entities of ecological system. 
With the progressive enlargement of the European Community the innovative aspect of our 
research becomes more important; this power of innovation lies in the realization of the nature-
city cultural heritage, which could be made easier to realize using the adequate instruments for 
the spread of knowledge. 
The first two instruments we invented are an exploratory model of the polycentric nature-city in 
the geographical context and ecological network of resources, the Polipolis, and a new kind of 
cultural tourism, the Urbstourism. 
Both consist in ways of discovery of nature and in nature. Both explore the dimension of the 
journey as the discovery of a new world: the world of the nature city. 
This new world is made of people, places, events and products that create world. 
Polipolis is referred to the poli-centric nature-city, it is the model (prototype) of a new 
multimedia way of connecting things and the technical-symbolical instruments to ecological 
issue. It allows us to travel in a network of nature-cities, discovering hidden phenomena, 
between real and virtual, through the deepest mental territories and epistemic stratifications, 
drowned and hidden in today’s life. 
We need it to draw the geography of cultural heritage, to discover areas, points of intevisibility, 
to study single organizing systems (joint to ten channels of ten categories paradigm), to find 
discovery places. These are knots of cities, of landscape, of ecological, archaeological, human, 
ecosystem places and of ecosystems of goods and activities. Urbstourism, the Nature-City world 
tourism, could be seen as a particular type of rural tourism (the countermelody of rural tourism): 
as the latter is used to let people know the rural world’s resources, urbstourism can be used to 
underline the nature-city’s sources of well-being. 
First of all, it could be used as a practice of direct, instinctive experience, which makes the 
nature-city accessible to everyone as a cultural and environmental heritage capital. 
The original aspect of urbstourism is that it is able to connect the strong feeling of discovering a 
new world to the surprise of the discovery of the unknown potential of each human being that 
emerges when he comes in contact with this new world. Thus begins a whole process of 
discovery of latent potentials and abilities, the nature-city’s know-how, which is the real 
resource of cultural heritage and which has the important ecological task of giving back a real 
human time to everyday’s life. This is found by living for a while in the city-inn, through which 
the recovery of the abandoned parts of the ancient nature-cities is carried on, re-converting them 
to a new, sustainable lifestyles that people can experience in their holydays and in their travels. 
So the Urbstourism becomes an economic engine, able to start the nature-city recovery process 
where the centre development had been abandoned due to the lack of an adequate economy. 
From here comes also a new vision of local systems: they are now able to evolve the old 
economical activities (agriculture and building trade, both in deep crisis) into an ecological 
conversion of a nature-city in which urbstourism, now seen as an economy of tourism and of 
ecological buildings [5], connects the enjoying of the cultural and environmental goods to the 
recovery and the new, sustainable building of the city-inn. 



A lot of these re-conversions, though, has been carried out by projectors and economists not 
ready for real sustainability. It is useful to keep in mind that the city-inn, in order to survive, 
must contain the knowledge resources and the latent potential know-how that give it the ability 
to protect and keep its own local resources, using them in an interactive, re-generative way and 
reconnecting them to the renewable sources. What is necessary, then, is a sort of ecosystem of 
the nature-city, able to save energy and reduce wastes, to recover from impacts and to learn to 
repair the damage they cause, to self-heal and to adapt to unpredicted errors, to grow and 
evolve, to regenerate time. 
In this frame our work, following the Lisbon Strategy, has been using the nature-city concept in 
combining economic, social and environmental aspects in order to create social cohesion and to 
give back a prior important role to the elderly, women and children. 
The nature-city requires in fact, because of its characteristics, the conception of time that comes 
from the regeneration of life, which is typical of women; it recovers the wisdom of the elderly, 
with their slow life rhythm and it helps the sensitivity towards nature that only children and 
young generations can truly express. 
The last instrument we want to introduce in order to pursue this sustainability strategy is a 
projectual laboratory for new nature-cities, which works anticipating the urban ecosystem 
scenario. 
This scenario can be seen by introducing in abandoned old villages or in large unsustainable 
cities, policentrical areas or complexes in order to regenerate conditions for the existence of the 
nature-city and to give these conditions, in a cultural and environmental heritage, to the next 
generations. 
The laboratory accomplish this task through a variable model of urban scenario, named 
Eudossia [7], in which the architecture of buildings and of nature synthesize the nature-city 
characteristics in every single spot of the area, using the ten regenerative tools presented above. 
We can conclude, closing a cycle of an evolutive spiral, that the task architecture has in 
projecting the new conditions for the nature-city, is to discover in which way every different 
time a specific cultural heritage can assume a regenerative function, combining with the 
guarantee of the environment’s future. 
The origin of all this is in the experience of the archaeological parks, of the Ecomuseums and of 
the open museums, but today we are trying to bring this experience forward, as we decided to 
try to explain through our participation to the 2003 Barcelona Biennial [8]. 
This group of new products and projecting tools created a number of integrated applications, 
above all in Basilicata, where architecture is culture, environment and tourism. 
It is possible to use the same concepts, the same working categories and regeneration strategies 
in order to help the enlargement of Europe, wherever there are the conditions, even if partial 
conditions, for the existence of the nature-city, and wherever there is a will of regeneration. 

5 Social and economical impact of our results and possible aftermaths 

The results of our research created impacts both inside the Basilicata region (Matera Sassi, 
Acerenza-Forenza in Vulture AltoBradano, Potenza University with a number of new courses 
and masters etc.) and in other Italian regions (Liguria: Cinque Terre, the Puglia region: Gravina 
in Puglia, Sicily: Treno doc etc.). 
We are furthermore projecting and realizing ecological architecture prototypes with no polluting 
emissions, using bio-construction techniques. 
These projects, on which we are still working, are examples of new constructions, recovery of 
old buildings and renovation of modern ones, and represent a discrete variety of possible users 
of the nature-city. 
We want to study a range of solutions for the different lifestyles that today’s society creates. 
These solutions can range from miniapartments (only 24 square metres) to small ecological 
villages. 



It is only by going back to projecting houses, though, that we can create a relationship with the 
inhabitants of a certain area, a relationship that is a central feature in the sustainability culture 
and that is difficult to find in other projects. 
Even the issue of energy-saving, which is now the centre of all our efforts, linked to a new 
vision of cultural heritage, will only gain an incisive international importance when architects 
will focus their studies on solving the problems concerning the new demands of great masses of 
humanity. 
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